Ryan Agro - Business Intelligence Analyst
Company: Henkel
“Completed both surveys and did a trail run on the site. The idea
is awesome, the site is super intuitive. I was able to figure out
how to connect to data very quickly.”

01

Would you recommend this iPaaS solution to somebody in your role and why will it help somebody
in your role?
➔ Yes, I would recommend this iPaaS solution to someone in my role. I often have questions with how
to connect sources to Power Bi, Power Query, and Tableau. This would allow me to streamline
figuring out how to make that connection. I also see value in having all your sources in one place, it
would make it really easy to train a new analyst or get someone up to speed on a process. I think the
ability to organize all sources and map out a process is where the real value is here.

02
How are you currently getting your data into your visualization tool for analysis?
➔ I currently get my data into visualization tools through APIs, cloud databases, and other files. In power
bi and tableau, I use the get data function and it is usually pretty straight forward. Some sources like
SQL databases and Azure are more complicated and extra documentation would be useful.

03
How much time to do you spend on data analytics projects?
➔ I spend 20-30 hours a week on data analytics projects. Since I am a BI analyst most of my projects
include transforming and then visualizing data or automating a process. Other functions at my
company probably spend closer to 5-10 hours a week.

04
How much easier is using our iPaaS compared to hand coding?
➔ It is easier and more organized. I was able to connect to a database very quickly. I would say in many
cases you can connect through your IPaaS a lot easier than without it.

05
How much time could Japio save you from the manual integration task?

➔ It could save probably at least an hour per project. It is definitely helpful to organize and have all of
your sources streamlined into the same place.

06
How much easier is using our iPaaS compared to ETL/ESB- they tend to be very complexed and
time consuming
➔ Your service makes it easier. To some extent it seems like ETL would have more flexibility but Japio
was super easy to get started with.

07
Does the Json format make it easier for you to complete analytics projects faster?
➔ Json format doesn’t really impact the ability for me to complete my projects faster. It is nice to have
but not necessary for my work.

Any feedback on the site?
Improvements, feedback of any kind, suggestions
The UI is awesome. It's really clean and easy to use. I think having more sources
would be a good way to expand but this is a great start!

